
SCHOOLBOYS ON KOLAHOI

nique to the limit particularly when carrying heavy loads. The week we spent snow
and ice-climbing on Lochnagar in March was barely adequate. We had two
crevasse incidents but luckily nothing serious.

The first ascent of Kolahoi was in 1911 by Neve and Mason who climbed a
snow-couloir on the S face. We had originally hoped to climb the mountain by this
couloir but we could not identifY it. Hunt and Brotherton had climbed the S face in
1935 via the Central Couloir and the rocks to one side of it. This was the couloir in
which we had witnessed the rock avalanche. In 1977 there was far less snow than
usual which forced us to take a rock route all the way. The long E ridge has also
been climbed in its entirety but the Wand SW ridges and the stupendous face
await first ascents.

Later on in India we were privileged to meet Col Kumar (just back from
Kangchenjunga) and Major Ahluwalia (of the 1965 Everest expedition) who told us
we were only the second party to have climbed Kolahoi since 1970, 3 different
Indian expeditions having failed on the mountain.

At the conception of the expedition I was worried about the attitude of the
climbing establishment to taking schoolboys to a big mountain. Everyone I spoke
to however was extremely encouraging and we received much useful help and
advice both in this country and in India. In particular I must mention Lord
Hunt our official adviser and the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust for giving me
a Fellowship as leader of the expedition.

We got a tremendous amount out of the expedition. None of us had been to the
Himalaya before and we were able to experience ourselves the joys and tribula
tions such an expedition had to offer.

There was no bitterness, envy, backbiting or jockeying for the lead and the boys
were always cheerful and co-operative. Volunteers for load carrying were always
forthcoming. In this way a school expedition scores over an adult feam of
ambitious climbers although there are disadvantages. The boys have limited
experience and one has to be constantly on the look-out for careless belays, balled
up crampons and other safery points which adult parties can take for granted. On
the face proper though we were climbing as equals and the 3 boys realized the
seriousness of the climb and that their lives depended on their own abiliry. They
responded to the challenge and they will never forget the experience.

India itself provided another major experience for us. The time spent in the
foothills and in Srinagar, on our overland journey from Kashmir to Delhi and in
Delhi itself was as eventful as our time in the mountains, but that is another story.

Too much snow on Piz Gluschaint
Waiter Kirstein

In contrast to the extremely dry summer of ' 76 the summer of' 77 in Switzerland
was anything else but dry. Torrential rain and hail storms at the end ofJuly caused
widespread damage in the agricultural areas and made the planning of higher
climbs rather difficult.
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TOO MUCH SNOW ON PIZ GLUSCHAINT

We arrived in Pontresina in the second week of August and found the weather
not too bad for training walks. It was cool and that made walking rather easier than
in recent years though on some days rain fell heavily. Fearing that at 80 years of age
acclimatization to the altitude would take too long, I had intensified my regular
'keep fit' training to 2 rounds by bicycle per day on Hampstead Heath instead of
one, whenever time and weather permitted. I had been ski-touring in March for 4
weeks and I believe that the acclimatization remains effective rather longer than
generally accepted-I think for about 4 months at least. This year the Engadine
had had very heavy snowfalls in spring and whilst the resulting avalanche danger
prevented extensive ski-touring, we could take our parties on off-piste runs
through powder snow often and with more fun than in ordinary winters. The
SCGB and the CSWSA have this off-piste or ski-touring course every spring led by
Commander Swart Ferguson, who took to ski-touring like the duck to water after
coming with me about 10 years ago on Piz Cambrena in winter.

This summer Swart telephoned me from St Moritz asking me to do a summer
climb with him. Our training walks were to the Segantini Hut and to Piz Languard,
where we found a bit of snow already below the hut. Paul Nigg, who had climbed
with both of us on previous occasions, was not immediately available so when I
heard that one of the guides from his Mountaineering Centre was already at the
Coaz Hut, we booked him for the Piz Gluschaint, the highest peak of the range at
the S end of the Roseg Valley, 3597m.

Instead of walking for 5 hours from Pontresina we started at the middle station
of the Corvatsch cable car. In winter we had skied down from the top station to the
Coaz Hut, a tour only possible on days free from avalanche danger. In summer one
walks from the middle station to the Fuorcla Surlej and from there a good path
brings one in about 2 hours to the hut. The new Coaz Hut has been built on a
short stretch of moraine visibl.e before the Sella glacier and the Roseg glacier join,
at an altitude of 258 7m, about 150m higher than the old hut, which was nearly at
the floor of the valley, just off the Wedge of the Roseg glacier.

I remember crossing the Roseg glacier from there on skis 42 years ago with 14
Uto, SAC Zurich, members accompanied by a guide. We were on our way to climb
Piz PaW by the S slope. We started at 2am on a very cold morning, one other party
having made a track the day before. It was decided not to rope in order to save
time. Half-way up the Sella glacier a crevasse suddenly opened ahead of the man in
front of me, the spot where 5 men had already passed. We moved carefully and
quickly back, shocked to see in the moonlight that we had moved at least 20ft on a
layer of ice not more than 6in thick. I have never seen a party roping so fast in spite
of the icy cold. (See AJ 75 129.)

From the new hut a path leads upwards for about 20 minutes on the moraine
then one moves steeply upwards on the Roseg glacier, leaving the SeHa glacier on
the left. Our guide, Chris Gredig, was not very happy about the conditions. He had

advised us to leave the crampons in the hut. About 2ft of new snow had fallen and
there was another 2ft of old soft and wet snow under the new snow. We thought we
had been lucky that 2 parties ofyoung climbers had left the hut ahead of us, but the
track was as soft as the snow alongside. The going was very strenuous, the other
parties were gaining height much faster than we were and I wondered if last night's
wine was affecting me, but I think not. I had slept very well in the hut and we woke
only at 4am. Perhaps age does make a difference after all!

The weather was not bad, cool but not freezing. When the sun broke through
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70 SWface ofPh Rosegfrom piz GliiJchamt (Photo: W. Kirstet711

the cloud il became much warmer and I had lO ask for short Sl.OpS which were not
often granted. ear the Sella glacier we found many crevasses, some we did not ee
but the guide knew they wer there. There were other open crevasses which showed
fantastic i e formations reAecting the sunlight. After about 3 hour we could 'ee the
other panie on the ummit, whilst we still had to cross a very big crevasse, which
appeared lO bar our \ ay, covering the ba e of the slope betwe n Gluschaint and La

ella, its neighbour on the left (E). Once we had crossed this last big crevas e we
were oon at the fOOL of the E summit slope, steep and covered with at least 4ft of
snow. ow it was only a hon way lO the summit ridge. For about half an houl' we
balan ed on the ridge towards the summit. It \ ould have been very easy
crambling but the now-covered 1'0 ks required caution. Beyond the ummit the

ridg ended in about 15ft of an overhanging cornice, which we did not dare to
lOuch. We sat down a few steps below the summit on a dl)' rock on the S face. The
Italian valleys and some of the mountain were 0 er d with clouds, leaving the
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TOO M UCH SNOW ON PIZ GLUSCHAINT

Scerscen glacier below our feet clear and letting the roof of the Marinelli Bivouac
reAect the rays of the sun. We would have stayed longer but the sky to the took
on a rather dark colour and the guide suggested descending soon.

In this mass of snow even the descent was not easy. When I wanted to rest, my
requests were refused for 2 reasons. Either I was standing or might be standing on a
crevasse, or the rising temperature was causing considerable avalanche danger. We
saw a few avalanches lying above our track of the morning, which made the guide
rather concerned. He told us of the danger of the wet snow and that it could get as
hard as cement in seconds after the avalanche stopped moving. He had been in an
avalanche not so long before our climb and had been rescued by his companion,
who managed to get him out quickly.

Suddenly the guide shouted' Run as fast as you can'. We saw an avalanche
moving above us coming down in our direction and we ran horizontally to escape.
Running in deep, wet, heavy snow is exhausting for anybody. I had the feeling it
was almost killing me. We were still at about 3400m altitude. In spite of knowing a
great deal about avalanches and remembering the day 48 years ago when our party
escaped a powder snow avalanche by the skin of our teeth, I wished now I could
stop because of extreme exhaustion, no matter what happened. My wish was
granted. Stuart, last man on the rope, fell and it took some seconds before he could
get up again in the deep snow. In these few seconds the avalanche ran out of
momentum and stopped about 40ft above us. Still the guide insisted on utmost
speed until the danger spots were well behind us.

The moral of this story: it is not sufficient to be fit enough for a climb and to be
acclimatized and trained. A certain amount of additional reserve of strength is
needed for emergencies and this can be difficult to assess. I know that now, but will
I learn the lesson?

On the lowest pan of the glacier we tried to glissade but the snow was too soft.
Away from the glacier we took off the rope and 10 minutes later we were received in
the hut with a great hallo by the younger group who had returned an hour earlier.
Including our summit rest the climb had taken about 7t hours and I felt somewhat
tired. Stuart left the hut immediately after lunch to go down to Surlej aga.in. I
thought I would save an hour's walking and decided to take the path to the Roseg
re taUl'ant and from there the last horse bus at 5.30pm to Ponrresina. Probably I
walked too slowly as soon I was overtaken by a father and son whom I had met at
the hut. They were going at a racing tempo, more jumping that walking and taking
every shon-cut. I shouted down to them to stop the bus for me and they shomed
back that could not be done. However, a short time later they returned to help me
by taking my ruck ack and with their story of persuading the driver to wait for a
VIP. Ten minutes later we alTived at the open bus, the horses champing their bits,
mOl'e than a dozen passengers loth to be kept waiting any longer, but the coach
man quiet, friendly and very polite.
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